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*Complimentary where allowed by law.  **Terms and Conditions may apply. See Service Agreement for details. Recapture, haul away, and 
disposal protection offered with the purchase of Supreme coverage. 
2-10 Home Buyers Warranty: In California, 2-10 HBW Warranty of California Inc.; in Florida, Home Buyers Warranty Corporation VI; in 
Virginia, 2-10 Home Buyers Warranty of Virginia, Inc.; in other states, Home Buyers Resale Warranty Corporation (OR Lic # 202003).

When it comes to protecting their home, your clients want 
coverage that’s Comprehensive, Flexible, and Convenient. 2-10 
Home Buyers Warranty (2-10 HBW) has exactly what they’re 
looking for.

With 2-10 HBW’s incredible new product, you can provide 
the industry’s most comprehensive HVAC coverage. That 
can give your clients solutions when their most complex and 
expensive system breaks down.

SEER matching comes Standard.
With 2-10 HBW, your clients can reduce surprise 
bills when federal standards require replacing a 
companion system.

No aggregate trade limits for Buyers’ 
Heating or A/C.
Give your Buyers peace of mind that their HVAC 
system has protection for covered breakdowns.

Unlimited refrigerant recapture.
Available with Supreme coverage, this helps 
minimize the costs when your clients must convert 
their system to an alternative refrigerant.

Refrigerant recharging comes Standard. 
Although federal regulations often require alternative 
refrigerants, 2-10 HBW continues to provide 
unlimited refrigerant recharges.

Incompatible SEER ratings can be a problem. When 
heating and cooling SEER ratings aren’t compatible, it can 
cause system failures. 2-10 HBW covers SEER matching to 
protect your clients from unexpected breakdown costs.

SEER matching could be required by law. Not all 
companies cover SEER matching, and more jurisdictions require 
it by law than ever. With 2-10 HBW, your clients can rest 
assured that if they need SEER matching, they won’t need to pay 
for it out of pocket.**

Refrigerants are expensive. Recharging refrigerants is 
expensive, and many other companies have per-pound limits.  

Give your clients the peace of mind of the most 
comprehensive HVAC coverage on the market.

2-10 HBW provides the industry’s most comprehensive HVAC 
coverage, including unlimited refrigerants and SEER matching, 
at no additional cost. 

As EPA regulations around refrigerants continue to evolve, 2-10 
HBW will continue to provide superior HVAC coverage by 
encouraging the use of alternative refrigerants, the chemical 
that cools a home’s air.

What "Most Comprehensive" means

Why SEER matching and 
refrigerant services matter

Comprehensive HVAC 
protection

The Crown Jewel of coverage:

Comprehensive, Flexible, Convenient: 
Coverage your clients deserve 

Seller coverage includes heating. 

On top of being complimentary,* Seller coverage includes protection for heating 
systems at no extra cost. Others may charge for it, but not 2-10 HBW!


